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oned and cruel but also a waste of time and money. Dozens of high-tech computer programmes and models can be used inste

natural existence, forced to endure physically and mentally debilitating procedures, cut open, and ultimately killed out of curiosity or to de

ery year makes for sickening reading, but what is even more disturbing is that some of these painful and deadly tests are conduc
none other than confectionary company Mars, Inc.

o it without your help. Please help us beat the experimenters by making as generous a donation as you can afford. Let's send a s

g Mars bars, M&M's, Snickers, Twix and Galaxy – can be found on the shelves of almost every supermarket and high street shop aroun

wim through a mixture of diluted paint, where they had to find a hidden platform or drown. The terrified survivors were killed anyway.

hey were mutilated so that their blood vessels could be analysed.

they were cut open and had their arteries clamped. Then they were killed.

xperiments funded by Mars. Please make a donation today and help put an end to tests like these for good!

victories by directly negotiating with – and convincing – leading companies like Coca-Cola, PepsiCo, Welsh's, Ocean Spray, P
ed animals from being poisoned, maimed and cut open.

ble, frightened animals by changing the way that food and beverage products and their ingredients are tested in this country and across
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Dear Ingrid E. Newkik
Founder PeTA

Thank you for your message and confidence. We, the CIVIL INTERNATIONAL
COMMITTEE (CIC) endorse his initiative and we believe that the animals, which are
already in the human food chain, and they are slaughtered for our survival, should be
excluded from the scientific experimentation bloody, in all scientific laboratories. You
are right that the animal experimentation may be replaced by the creation of computer
models working.
All Sincerely
The CIC
Dr Ernesto L. García
Dr Miroslav Demic
Dr Goutan Dutta
Dr Frank Lin Fei
Dr Pritviraj Chattoppaddiay.
Mr Marina Tuzovscaya

